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Abstract: A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network of distributed sensors grouped together to monitor physical or 

environmental conditions, like temperature, pressure, sound etc. and to pass their sensed values through the network to a main 

location (sink) cooperatively. The development of wireless sensor networks was first motivated by military applications such as 

battlefield surveillance; today such networks are used in several industrial non industrial and consumer applications, such as 

industrial process monitoring and control, machine observation, health monitoring, and so on. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A sensor network is viewed as a distributed database that 

collects physical measurements about the environment 

indexes them, and then serves queries from users. Each 

sensor node typically generates a stream of data items that 

are obtained from the sensing devices on the node [6]. 

Generally, each sensor consists of a small node with 

sensing, computing, and communication capabilities. 

II. STRUCTURE OF SENSOR NODE 

sensor nodes are distributed (typically, randomly) in a 

geographical region. each sensor node is equipped with 

sensing devices, a short-range radio, and a limited battery. 

two sensor nodes can either communicate with each 

other directly (if within each other’s transmission radius) 

or indirectly using intermediate nodes. the data generated 

in a sensor network is simply the readings of the sensing 

devices on the nodes, and can be modeled as relational 

data streams 

 

Fig 1. The typical architecture of the sensor node. [27] 

 

III. BASIC APPROACHES TO DATA 

MANAGEMENT IN WSNS 

 

First, we introduce some early data management 

approaches. In [14], a scalable and robust communication 

paradigm, directed diffusion, is proposed. Attribute-value 

pairs are used to name data generated by sensor nodes. A 

request node sends its interests of named data to 

destination sensor nodes or regions. Then, data satisfying 

the interest are returned along the reverse path of interest 

dissemination to the request node. To improve the 

performance and save energy, intermediate nodes can 

cache data and might aggregate the data.[15] extends and 

improves the directed diffusion method especially on 

experiments. Tiny OS [16] is a free and open source 

operating system designed for WSNs. Tiny OS is an 

embedded operating system which is written in the nesC. 

The component library of Tiny OS consists of sensor 

drivers, network protocols, distributed services, and data 

acquisition tools. Therefore, Tiny OS can support basic 

data requests. Moreover, users can develop their own 

applications based on Tiny OS. Tiny DB [4] is a data 

management system for WSNs based on Tiny OS. It can 

extract information from WSNs by sending queries. 

Importantly, Tiny DB allows users describe the data they 

want to acquire by writing a simple, SQL-like query. For 

answering a query, Tiny DB requests the data from sensor 

nodes in the network and routes it back to a PC. In the 

phase of processing queries, filtering and aggregation 

algorithms might be used. Tiny DB uses intelligent in-

network energy-efficient processing algorithms to prolong 

the network lifetime. For instance, tree-based routing is 

used for query delivery, data collection, and in-network 

aggregation, and 

[17] is used to processing aggregation in in-network 

manner. Also, Tiny DB supports metadata management, 

in-network persistent storage, and multiple concurrent 

queries. REED [18] extends Tiny DB with the ability to 

process joins operations between sensing data and static 

tables which is built outside the WSN. Filter conditions is 
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stored in static tables, and then those tables are distributed 

throughout the network. Join operation is executed in in-

network manner. REED is also suitable for various event 

detection applications which Tiny DB and data collection 

systems cannot handle. Cougar [19] is another distributed 

database system to sensor networks. It considered query 

languages, aggregation processing, query optimization, 

catalog management, and multi-query optimization. When 

a new query is coming, query optimizer of Cougar either 

merge it with an existing query or generate a new query 

plan. A leader is chosen to control the execution of the 

query plan. 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

 

Data collection is widely used for applications, which 

collects all sensed data continuously (SELECT! query). In, 

Chu et al. [23] have proposed a mechanism, Ken, using 

conditional data transmission to conserve energy by 

reporting only if the difference between the sensed Data 

collection is widely used for applications, which collects 

all sensed data continuously (SELECT ! query). In [23], 

Chu et al. have proposed a mechanism, Ken, using 

conditional data transmission to conserve energy by 

reporting only if the difference between the sensed value 

and the predicted value is beyond certain bounds. The 

replicated dynamic probabilistic model for a sensor node 

is installed on both the sink and that sensor node. A 

sensor node does not need to report sensed value normally 

if the predicted error is within the apparently, it is easy to 

store and access the data at Base station (BS). However, 

such methods (such as [31] [17] [32]) might be more 

applicable to. Templates for LaTeX and Microsoft Word.  

The LaTeX templates depend on the official IEEE trancls 

and IEEEtran.bst files, whereas the Microsoft Word 

templates are self-contained.  Causal Productions has used 

its best efforts to ensure that the templates have the same 

appearane. value and the predicted value is beyond certain 

bounds. The replicated dynamic probabilistic model for a 

sensor node is installed on both the sink and that sensor 

node. A sensor node does not need to report sensed value 

normally if the predicted error is within the threshold user 

specified, thus saving reporting  communication cost. 

Once the predication error is greater than the error bound, 

the sensed data is reported to the sink and the parameters 

of the model are adjusted to match current data changing 

intend. The effectiveness of this scheme in reducing the 

communication cost is relied on the predication model 

chosen. As shown in [24], the prediction models based on 

the temporal and spatial correlations of data work 

extremely well in WSNs. A novel disjoint-Cliques Model 

is also proposed to use special correlation to reduce data 

transmission and improve prediction accuracy. In [25],a 

data-driven approach was presented. Model-based 

suppression is used to provide continuous data without 

continuous reporting. In addition, a key problem for data 

suppression, link failure, is addressed. A mobile filtering 

approach for error-bounded data collection was proposed 

in [26]. By migrating filters wisely the number of data 

reporting is reduced significantly. Jain et al. have built 

dynamic procedures that employ maximum filtering of 

data using a technique called stochastic recursive data 

filtering, to conserve resources subject to meeting 

precision standards [27]. Primarily, these methods are 

aimed at reducing energy consumption by substituting 

data acquisition using data estimation. Another method of 

data estimation is based on collection of data samples for 

a relatively long time and calculating the autocorrelation 

of the vector of samples [28]. This approach aims at 

enabling nodes to identify patterns in the behaviour of 

sensed processes and report only uncommon observable 

data to conserve energy. Two key issues in Data 

Management in Sensor Networks are Data Storage (how 

to store data efficiently) and Query Processing (how to 

achieve fast and accurate information retrieval)  

V.  DATA STORAGE 

 

Many approaches have been proposed to describe how to 

store data generated by WSNs. One category of such 

storage solutions is that base station collects and stores all 

data as [31] [17] [32]) might be more applicable to answer 

continuous queries. Obviously, the mortal drawback of 

collecting all data is shortening the limited power supply 

since sending packets costs large amount of energy. Also, 

shipping all data out of network may be not necessary 

because users are not interested in all data. Sensor nodes 

near BS become the bottleneck as a result of forwarding 

packets. Moreover, the WSNs may not able to transfer all 

data continuously generated by sensor nodes due to the 

limitation of bandwidth. Since centralized storage is not 

practical, naturally distributed in-network data storage is 

considered. Nevertheless, in-network data storage and 

data retrieve of WSNs are challenging issues for WSNs 

because each sensor node just has limited memory space 

and there are a number of sensor nodes in a WSN 

normally. For improving network lifetime, in-network 

storage techniques have been addressed to solve ad-hoc 

queries. These frameworks are primarily based on the 

Data-Centric Storage (DCS) concept [33]. In DCS, 

relevant data are categorized and named according to its 

meanings (e.g., tiger sightings). All data with the same 

general name will be stored at the same sensor node. Then, 

when users query the data with a particular name, it can 

be sent directly to the sensor node who stores those 

named data. The major difference among in network DCS 

schemes is using different events-to-sensors mapping 

methods. The mapping was designed using hash tables in 

DHT [33] and GHT [34], or using k-d trees in DIM 

[35],KDDCS [36], and STDCS [11]. STDCS use sensor 

location as data indexing instead of the sensed values. 

Hence, STDCS addresses a sensors-to-sensors mapping 

instead of the readings/events-to-sensors mapping. 

Moreover, a switching-time is defined to be the time 

duration after which the mapping function changes. 

STDCS uses a spatiotemporal indexing to balance query 

load among sensors. 
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As we know, indexing techniques can significantly 

improve the data acquiring/query performance. For WSNs, 

another benefit of using index is reducing cost of data 

request dissemination since the destination of data request 

can be obtained from A Data Management Tool called 

ES3N[1]uses Semantic Web techniques to manage and 

query network lifetime for WSNs with the index. The 

works in [37], [35], and [36] use a spatially distributed 

hashing index technique to solve range queries in a multi-

dimensional space. The work in [12] proposed a 

distributed spatial temporal index structure to track 

moving objects. The work in [38] addressed a time-based 

index arrangement for event query processing. For saving 

energy, the index is adjusted according to the event 
frequency. Specially, most of these approaches just store 

partial data, which satisfy conditions or present events 

and moving objects, generated by sensors [34], [36], [35], 

[37], [12], and [38].To our best knowledge, no in-network 

distributed historical data storage, indexing, and query 

processing schemes have been presented in the literature. 

Since sensors have limited memory space, storing all 

historical data on sensors might not be applicable for 

some applications with a large quantity of sensing data. 

However, most applications desire statistical results, 

events, the trend of value changing of historical data 

rather than specific values. This characteristic provides us 

a chance to store sketch information to answer queries 

based on historical data of sensor networks. For 

enhancing query processing performance and saving 

energy, a distributed index is necessary to guide query 

forwarding. In [39], we proposed a in-network historical 

data storage and query processing scheme based on 

distributed index.  

 

This scheme stores historical data locally and processes 

queries energy-efficiently by using a distributed index tree. 

Regression techniques can be used to save memory 

capacity according to data characteristics and users’ 

requirements. In order to process queries quickly and 

energy-efficiently, in-network distributed tree-based 

indexes are constructed and maintained. Using indexes to 

process queries can significantly reduce the number of 

involved sensors, thus conserving energy consumption. 

Furthermore, for avoiding load skew, index data are 

partitioned on different nodes according to their time 

stamp 

IV. QUERY PROCESSING 
 

Data collected from a minidome Sensor Network. Our 

tool supports complex queries on both continuous and 

archival data, by capturing important associations among 

data, collected and stored in a distributed dynamic 

ontology Sensor Networks are typically able to process a 

vast range of queries fairly efficiently using existing 

techniques. The Tiny DB project is based on a query 

language that supports basic, aggregate, temporal 

aggregate, event based and even lifetime [1]proposes 

SPARQL query language For Query Processing, RDF is a 

directed, labelled graph data format for representing 

information in the Web. This specification defines the 

syntax and semantics of the SPARQL query language for 

RDF. SPARQL can be used to express queries across 

diverse data sources, whether the data is stored natively as 

RDF or viewed as RDF via middleware. SPARQL 

contains capabilities for querying required and optional 

graph patterns along with their conjunctions and 

disjunctions. SPARQL also supports extensible value 

testing and constraining queries by source RDF graph. 

The results of SPARQL queries can be results sets or 

RDF graphs. In fact, SPARQL is a Semantic based 

querying capabilities. This language supports a range of 

query types, including monitoring, network health, 

exploratory, actuation and offline delivery queries. From a 

Semantic Web perspective, these querying types can be 

further leveraged by discovering and using Semantic 

Associations between fragments of data, to present greater 

query richness. The results of SPARQL queries can be 

results sets or RDF graphs. In fact, SPARQL is a 

Semantic Web candidate recommendation presently 

SPARQL is embedded in Jena, which is a Java framework 

for building Semantic Web applications that provides a 

programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS and OWL, 

including a rule-based inference engine [8]. Our Ontology 

Schema, once imported in main memory, creates an 

ontology model6, to which formatted streaming data are 

added as resources. SPARQL queries capture 

relationships among data triples.  
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Wireless sensor networks are enabling applications that 

previously were not practical. As new standards based 

networks are released and low power systems are 

continually developed, we will start to see the widespread 

deployment of distributed databases in wireless sensor 

networks. Sensor nodes can be imagined as small 

computers, extremely basic in terms of their interfaces 

and their components. All of this sensor network research 

is producing a new technology which is already appearing 

in many practical areas. Now a days we can observe a 

vide scope and various implementations of distributed 

database management in wireless sensing devices. 
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